
 
 

 

 

COFFEE 

Regular Coffee  

Decaffeinated Coffee 

Caffe Latte 

Cappuccino 

Espresso 

- ESPRESSO ORIGIN BRAZIL  

- ESPRESSO FORTE 

- RISTRETTO ORIGIN INDIA 
 

BLACK TEA 

English Breakfast Tea  

Very strong and full-bodied with light floral 

undertones, this broken-leaf black tea is perfect 

with morning toast and marmalade. 

 

French Earl Grey    

A fragrant variation of the great classic, this black 

tea has been delicately infused with citrus fruits and 

French blue cornflowers. 

 

Royal Darjeeling 

The king of India teas, this first flush black tea 

boasts an exquisite fragrance and a vibrant, 

sparkling taste that develops remarkable overtones 

of ripe apricots. 

 

1837 Black Tea     

Renowned signature tea, 1837 Black is a unique 

blend of black tea with notes of fruits and flowers 

from the Bermuda triangle, which leaves a lingering 

aftertaste of ripe berries, anise, and caramel.  

 

Pomme Prestige Tea 

A lingering desire. A whiff of temptation. A 

forbidden fancy on the eve of the unknown. 

Alluring and fragrant apples yield their 

immortal aroma to this tangy and delightful 

black tea. A tea for forever after. 

 

 

 

 

 

RED TEA 

Choco Mint Truffle Tea    

With soft notes of vanilla, rich chocolate and a hint 

of mint, this red tea of South Africa is a dessert in 

itself. Sweet and intoxicating. 
 

GREEN TEA 

Emperor Sencha                               

A fine tea with a subtle taste, this invigorating Japan 

green tea is ideal during or after a meal, rich in 

vitamin C and contains little theine. 

 

Jasmine Tea     

A suave cup of elegantly fragrant Chinese 

green tea lavishly blended with jasmine 

blossoms. 

 

Moroccan Mint Tea    

A great favourite, this fine green tea is perfectly 

blended with suave and strong Sahara mint. A 

timeless classic. 

 

Sakura! Sakura! Tea    

An ode to spring, this fragrant tea blend 

evokes Kyoto’s most celebrated season. A 

scattering of cherry blossoms and green tea 

yield a most aromatic and elegant fragrance. 
 
Weekend In Hong Kong Tea  

The energy of this island metropolis is 

captured in this grand melange of  green tea, 

wild rhubarb, a scattering of blossoms and 

subtle overtones of malty toffee. An 

audacious blend that will transport you to the 

city and back. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BLUE TEA 

Imperial Oolong     

A well-balanced and flavourful semi-fermented with 

a sweet and fruity savour and a divine, lingering 

aftertaste. 

 

WHITE TEA  

Pai Mu Tan      

Smooth, delicate and highly refreshing, this 

fine white tea, also known as “White Peony”, 

yields a jonquil-coloured cup accented by 

notes of white blossoms and the flavour of 

fresh, raw buds. An excellent  tea for the end 

of the day. 

 

MATURED TEA 

IMPERIAL PU-ERH     

This fresh, young Pu-Erh boasts extraordinary, large 

amber-coloured leaves. With a light and delicate 

aroma, yields – once infused –  

a very strong, rich and earthy flavour.  

 

HERBAL TEA 

Chamomile      

Soft and soothing, these rare chamomile flowers 

boast a rich honey aroma and yield a golden, 

theine-free cup. 

 

ICED TEA 

Elder Flower Flavored 

Osmanthus Flavored  

Pink Grapefruit Flavored  

 

CHOCOLATE 

The Ritz-Carlton Signature Chocolate 
 


